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Abstract

An instance of a Boolean constraint satisfaction problem, CSP, consists of
a set of constraints acting over a set of Boolean variables. The objective is
to find an assignment to the variables that satisfies all the constraints. In
the maximization version, Max CSP, each constraint has a weight and the
objective is to find an assignment such that the weight of satisfied constraints is
maximized. By specifying which types of constraints that are allowed we create
subproblems to Max CSP. For example, an instance of Max kCSP only contains
constraints that act over at most k different variables. Another problem is Max
CSP(P), where P is a predicate, i.e., a Boolean function. In such an instance P is
used to determine if a constraint is satisfied or not.

Both Max kCSP and Max CSP(P) are NP-hard to solve optimally for k ≥
2 and predicates P that depend on at least two input values. Therefore, we
consider efficient approximation algorithms for these two problems. A trivial
algorithm is to assign all variables a random value. Somewhat surprisingly,
Håstad showed that using this random assignment approach is essentially
optimal for approximating Max CSP(P), for some predicates P. We call such
predicates approximation resistant. Goemans and Williamson introduced an
approximation method that relaxes problems into semidefinite programs.
Using this method they show that for predicates P of arity two, it is possible to
outperform a random assignment in approximating Max CSP(P). By extending
this technique Zwick characterized all predicates of arity three as either
approximation resistant or not.

In this thesis we consider predicates of arity larger than three. We extend
the work of Håstad and the work of Samorodnitsky and Trevisan in order
to show predicates to be approximation resistant. We also use semidefinite
relaxation algorithms in order to show that predicates are not approximation
resistant. In particular we show that predicates with few non-accepting inputs
are approximation resistant and that predicates with few accepting inputs are
not approximation resistant. We study predicates of arity four more closely and
characterize 354 out of 400 predicate types.

Max kCSP is 2-k-approximated by a random assignment and previously no
algorithms were known to outperform such an algorithm with more than a
small constant factor. In this thesis a probabilistic

Ω (2k+log k-log log k)-approximation for Max kCSP is presented.
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